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SA’s Best Recognised at National Awards for Excellence 
Six South Australian hotels were recognised as being among the best in the nation at a 
gala ceremony on Queensland’s Gold Coast in September.
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Beware Opinion 
Masqueraded 
as Fact
There has been considerable public 
debate - some would call it hysteria -  
since the State Government announced  
its gaming reforms late last month.

The reforms into all aspects of gambling 
come as a response to the Government’s 
review into gambling earlier this year.  
The AHA|SA, along with a wide range  
of other stakeholders, participated in  
the public consultation component of  
that review. 

Since the Government tabled its 
legislation, the AHA|SA has ensured the 
key decision makers understand the 
reality of the state of play, rather than 
much of the public debate which has seen 
assumptions and opinions masqueraded 
as facts. In no way do we see these 
gaming reforms as an industry ‘free kick’. 
Far from it!

Firstly, the reforms come with significant 
harm minimisation measures, making SA 
a true leader in this regard.

Secondly, however, we lag well behind in 
the evolution of this legitimate form of 
entertainment. The proposed changes 
would afford SA hotels, clubs and the 
Casino a degree of the same opportunities 
that have been commonplace in the 
Eastern States - and indeed most of the 
Western World for over 30 years.

With $1 billion dollars in hotel sales across 
NSW and QLD in the past year alone, 
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legislative inertia can not constrain South 
Australia to be the nation’s hospitality back 
water. Ian Horne talks more about this 
issue in the following pages.

WEST END 

This month sees the 160th anniversary of 
the West End brewery in South Australia.

All our brewers play a key role in 
supporting the SA community and a 
central part of not just the pub economy 
but the wider SA economy.

West End in the past generation has seen 
changes to their corporate structure. The 
memories of the SA Brewing company are 
becoming distant.

But what has not changed is their 
commitment to all things local. This 
includes sport on a large scale, including 
the SANFL and SACA, through to many 
smaller clubs both in the metro and 
country regions.

We applaud the key role they continue to 
play in the community and their iconic 
HQ in Thebarton has been a source of 
employment for many SA families over 
several generations.

There remains a legacy today for many  
of our family hotels through the SA  
Manco deal.

The SA Brewing Company in 1996 
decided to sell their freehold portfolio of 

120 of our State’s best pubs. For many 
families, these hotels were their home 
and business all rolled into one. Similar 
clearance sales by Interstate brewers had 
not gone well leading to family businesses 
being ravaged, sent broke and subsequent 
sad cases of suicides.

Not for us here in SA. Peter Hurley, Greg 
Fahey, Peter O’Shaunessy and Martin Baily 
(whose son Jason today is West End’s 
regional director) led a tenant buy back 
of the ‘family farm’. They structured a 
deal that allowed large and small tenants 
to buy their business, and no longer be 
beholden to the whims of a boardroom or 
an over enthusiast property department. 
Hopefully as generations pass, that critical 
initiative is never forgotten.

One of the great annual traditions is the 
unveiling of the colours of the winning and 
losing teams of each SANFL Grand Final. 
The brainchild of legendary Port Adelaide 
coach Fos Williams (ironically a non-
drinker) this tradition, established in 1954, 
is considered the highlight of the winning 
team’s celebrations.

They have been brewing beer at 107 
Port Road Thebarton since 1986. They 
have been a key partner of the AHA|SA 
for many years and of course formed 
key business and personal relationships 
with many of our members. To Jason 
Bailey and his local team, long may that 
continue! Cheers David Basheer, AHA|SA President

NATIONAL AWARDS

Congratulations to the six South 
Australian hotels that were recognised 
as being the best in Australia in their 
individual categories at the 2019 
Australian Hotels Association National 
Awards for Excellence. 

These champion hotels are:
• Vine Inn Barossa 
• The Stirling  
• The Ramsgate Hotel 
• Hardy’s Verandah Restaurant,  

Mount Lofty House 
• Mawson Lakes Hotel 
• The Barker Hotel. 

As you will read on page 10, these awards 
are evidence that South Australian hotels 
are among the best in the country and 
continue to lead the Australian hotel 
Industry in a range of areas. The venues 
and their hardworking staff showcased 
the best of Australian tourism and 
hospitality. They should be very proud of 
their achievements. It is our intention in 
2020 to even closer align our State awards 
to the National categories to further 
maximise the award winning opportunities 
for our fantastic venues.

AHA National Awards for Excellence Gala 2019



The Gaming Bill before Parliament aims to 
allow the Industry to grow, while ensuring 
harm is minimised through a range of 
strategies. These include mandatory 
barrings, using Gamblers Rehabilitation 
Funds for expanded public education, 
treatment and counselling programs 
including research.

Also included in the Bill is future red-tape 
reduction that is aimed at maintaining a 
vibrant hospitality sector.

However, as expected, those opposed 
to gaming and gambling have chosen 
to distort the discussion over the Bill 
with exaggerated claims and hysterical 
rhetoric.

The list below will help put in perspective 
what the reality of gaming is in SA.

• Gaming machines were introduced into 
SA in July 1994.

• At that time the machines were played 
by the insertion of a $1 coin. The 
maximum bet that could be placed on 
any ‘spin’ was $10.

• The other Australian jurisdictions that 
allow gaming machines in hotels and 
clubs are: 
- NSW, Victoria, ACT, Queensland and  
 Northern Territory (Tasmanian hotels  
 and clubs ‘host’ machines that are  
 owned by the Federal Casino Group). 
-  Gaming machines are also available  
 in hotel and clubs in New Zealand.

From the General 
Manager
IAN HORNE – AHA|SA GENERAL MANAGER

Gaming 
Machines  
and Reform

6 | Hotel SA | W W W . A H A S A . A S N . A U
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• In all the above jurisdictions, gaming 
machines are now activated by the 
insertion of a note or bill. This has been 
the case for many years, with Northern 
Territory being the last to convert 
to notes from coins in 2014. NSW 
installed note acceptors in 1996.

• Casinos in all Australian States and 
New Zealand have note acceptors 
in gaming machines – except South 
Australia. The Adelaide Casino still 
requires only coins to be used.

WHAT CHANGES WITH NOTE 
ACCEPTORS?

In SA - nothing.

• The maximum bet in 1994 was $10 
and is now $5 (reduced from January 
2017).

• A gaming machine has a capacity to 
hold up to 1,000 $1 coins ($1,000).  
We anticipate this figure may need to 
reduce with note acceptors.

• The maximum prize/win of a machine 
will remain at $10,000, as it was in 1994.

• The Return to Player – regulated 
as a minimum of 87.5% - remains 
unchanged.

INTERESTING FACTS

• In 1994 machines were activated by a 
$1 coin and the maximum bet was $10.

• In 2018 that $1 coin value in 1994 terms 
is 54 cents – there has been no increase.

• The maximum bet of $10 was reduced 
to $5 in 2017 is now worth $2.73 
in 1994 terms – there has been no 
increase but a significant decrease  
in value.

• The maximum prize of $10,000 in  
1994 remains $10,000 25 years later. 
Its 1994 value is $5,476.32.

• In other words the same coin, bets  
and prizes remain in 2018 as applied 
in 1994.

GAMING REVENUE  
(KNOWN AS NGR)

• Gaming NGR (i.e. expenditure on 
gaming) in 2018/19 is at the same level 
as in 2002/03 – that is 16 years ago.

• Gaming expenditure reached its peak in 
2007. It is now 33% down in real terms.

• The explosion in gambling is online via 
tablets, smart phones and the internet.
Iit is unregulated and generates little or 
no benefit for SA.

• Gaming in South Australia is highly 
regulated, with best practice strategies 
in harm minimisation that include 
the intervention agencies, Gaming 
Care and Club Safe, Automatic Risk 
Monitoring (ARMS) – an Australian 
first, pre-commitment on all  loyalty 
cards, a $2.4 million contribution to the 
Gamblers Rehabilitation Fund, strict 
codes of conduct and comprehensive 
training obligations… none of this 

Ian Horne
AHA|SA General Manager

applies to online gambling.

• Gaming in SA sustains jobs, ensures 
business viability and investment and 
pays the highest gaming tax of any 
Australian jurisdiction.  In 2018/19 that 
was $268.93m. Taxation peaked in 
2007 at $313.85.

• Those with a problem with gambling 
(all forms) continues to be around .7% 
of the adult population. No movement 
in that rate over the last decade and 
below the national average.

We can expect more emotional claims.  
We simply ask that SA hotels, clubs 
and the casino be afforded the same 
technology that has existed in every other 
Australian jurisdiction and New Zealand 
for years.

We also re-affirm our support for a 
continued regime that balances that 
opportunity with a strong focus on  
harm minimisation.

South Australia leads the way in 
implementing a wide range of harm 
minimisation strategies that simply do  
not exist in other codes or other states!
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In June this year, the State Government announced the 
appointment of respected national hotel and tourism industry 
leader, Andrew Bullock, as the new Chair of the South Australian 
Tourism Commission (SATC) Board.

Andrew Bullock is Chief Executive of 1834 Hotels Group  
(formerly Country Club Hotels and Resorts) – a network of 
individually-owned hotels, motels, apartments and resorts 
across Australia – and has more than 17 years’ business 
experience in the sector.

Minister for Trade, Tourism and Investment David Ridgway  
said his wealth of industry experience, knowledge  
and insights would be invaluable as South Australia continues 
to drive its $7.2 billion visitor economy.

“Mr Bullock also has a strong understanding of the unique 
opportunities and challenges facing our tourism operators  
in regional SA, a traditional backbone of our destination 
marketing initiatives.”

SATC Chair Andrew 
Bullock on Digital,  
ADR Growth and  

“Old Mate”

Andrew Bullock brings a blend of traditional business acumen 
and a disruptive digital aptitude to his new role as Chair of SATC. 

To have Andrew, who is the AHA|SA Deputy Vice President, and 
Ian Horne, the AHA|SA CEO, on the SATC Board speaks volumes 
for the calibre of leadership within the local hotel industry. 

As Hotel SA sat down for a broad ranging conversation with Andrew, 
the Old Mate advertising campaign was garnering headlines - both 
positive and negative - both in Australia and overseas.

HOW DO WE ACHIEVE CUT THROUGH?

“We are not a huge state, we don't have the resources that the 
larger states have access to. So we have to be nimble, we have  
to be action oriented and disruptive to get cut through.

“For example, the Old Mate campaign had incredible cut  
through. It achieved the two highest days for domestic traffic  
to www.southaustralia.com on record.” 

GROWTH IN FLAT MARKETS

“There is still good growth in hotels, but not all hotels.

“Those that are proactive, that are engaged with their customers, 
renovating, refurbishing and improving their product and actively 
marketing, they are not falling backwards.

“You can be successful in a flat or deteriorating market. The 
squeaky wheel is what is important and that applies for SA as 
much as for a pub or hotel.

“I've always been of the opinion that government's role is to 
facilitate growth, but not ‘be’ the growth itself.

“That growth will come from the private sector if you remove 

barriers, if you reduce red tape for good projects. I am confident 
that the current government is focused on reducing red tape.

“In terms of the SATC, it's about marketing the state. We don't 
create product, we tell the story.”

NEW HOTELS WILL LIFT ROOM RATE YIELD

“Without the current development pipeline of hotels, we will  
have aging infrastructure that cannot achieve the standard 
required for growth.

“Another key metric we are focused on is achieving a high yield 
- and that requires new product. The new hotels are going to be 
very high quality, many of them five star. This has two benefits.

“Firstly as a facilitator in attracting the right consumer who will 
then spend in the state.

“Secondly, it will drive up rates in the hotel industry broadly.

“In South Australia, we have high occupancy but low ADR 
(average daily rate). As demand grows and better quality rooms 
come on stream, there is the opportunity to reposition that ADR, 
so that we aren't talking about $125 rooms, we are talking $200 
to $300. It drags the entire market up; it will chase it up, not 
down. This in turn helps our growth target. We have more people 
and a higher spend.”

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

“We are seeing development in the regions, which is critically 
important. The d’Arenberg Cube, Rawnsley Park Station in the 
Flinders Ranges, developments in the Barossa, the proposed 
development for Wirra Wirra, you can see there is a lot happening 
in the regions.

South Australian Tourism 
Commission Chair, Andrew Bullock
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“It is true that Adelaide is often the gateway. This is because 
we have to get people into the state, and once we have them in 
Adelaide, they can be dispersed to the regions. If Adelaide is not 
attractive, we can't disperse to the regions. Over forty percent 
of tourism spending is in the regions, and we have some great 
regional hooks.

“Sometimes there is criticism that we should market new areas, 
but the reality is that for interstate and overseas visitors the likes 
of Kangaroo Island and Barossa are familiar and iconic, and will 
attract people to SA. Then we need to disperse them to other 
parts of the state.”

TOURISM SUSTAINS REGIONS

“The tourism dollars that go into the regions is income that  
the regions wouldn't otherwise attract. People often don't see  
the jobs that are created, especially among younger people 
who would otherwise have to leave town. In that sense, it is 
keeping communities together, and they can stay together and 
grow together.

“Tourism is an economic driver for so many parts of those towns 
and regions, from the sandwich to a few beers at the pub, to 
petrol and even to health.

“I was told recently that 40% of admissions to a regional hospital 
on the Eyre Peninsula were tourists. That demand from tourists is 
helping to keep the hospital in that community.

“The same is true of supermarkets. Local communities would not 
have the quality of supermarkets they currently have if it wasn't 
being supplemented by tourists.”

EVENTS AND INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 

“As far as events go, they are fantastic, the more the better. I’m 
talking artists and sport, and of course conferences. 

“There is also a great opportunity with overseas students coming 
to South Australia to study. We need to activate those students. 
There are clear statistics that show that they attract friends and 
relatives to the state, and they also attract investment.”

CHINA

“China is our largest market for international. At this point in time 
in relation to trade and our political relationships, it is critical what 
happens next. If we can continue to develop that market, it's a 
game changer.

“To achieve high yield, you have to create an iconic experience. 
Affluent travellers are not concerned about the dollars, but they 
do want a unique experience.”

“In South Australia, we are one of two places in the world where 
you can hold a koala, and the only place in the world where you 
can swim with sea lions.

“When you combine our nature-based attractions with our 
produce and our wine regions, it is a huge magnet for Asian 
tourists, and China in particular.

“For example, the ability to go to a single source vineyard 
at Henschke, take a tour and then meet the family is an 
unforgettable experience that we sometimes take for granted.”

DIGITAL A KEY DRIVER

“One key for the tourism market is that we must focus on digital. 
The evolution of digital under Brent Hill has been very focused 
and our focus is on increasing conversions.

“It’s all very well to get people to your website, but we need 
conversions, and that’s when dollars come out the other end.”

ATTRACTION OF THE ROLE?

“I have been in the industry for many years and since 2002 in 
South Australia. I saw it as a great opportunity to assist tourism 
to evolve in SA.

“The growth has been quite exceptional, so when I was 
approached I was extremely enthusiastic. I was on the Board four 
to five years ago so I understand how the Commission works.

“I have a strong belief that the management team is as good as I 
have ever seen. Rodney Harrex as CE has driven the Commission 
for the last six years.

“When you look at the $8 billion target, when it was first set it was 
not just ambitious, many people thought there was zero chance 
of getting it. We are now above the bell curve of where we need to 
be to hit that.”

THE NEXT TARGET

“The 2030 target is $12.8 billion. I am attracted by the fresh 
target, with something to strive for. It is very ambitious, but when 
you see how successful the 2020 plan has been, you can see  
that it is achievable. I'm very excited to be part of the strategy  
and growth.”

Stills from the Tourism SA’s ‘Old Mate’ campaign.
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SA’s Best Recognised at National  
Awards for Excellence 

Six South Australian hotels were recognised as being among 
the best in the nation at a gala ceremony on Queensland’s Gold 
Coast in September. Nearly 500 VIP and industry guests from 
across Australia were at The Star on the Gold Coast for the 2019 
Australian Hotels Association National Awards for Excellence. 
The SA hotels which took home the top national honours in their 
categories were: 

Hardy's Verandah Restaurant, Mount Lofty House  
Vine Inn Barossa  
The Stirling Hotel  
The Ramsgate Hotel  
Mawson Lakes Hotel and Function Centre  
The Barker Hotel 

“These awards show that South Australian hotels are among 
the best in the country and continue to lead the Australian hotel 
industry in a range of areas. These venues continue to invest 
greatly in South Australia and should be very proud of their 
achievements,” said AHA|SA President David Basheer. 

AHA NSW and National President Scott Leach said the venues and 
their hardworking staff showcased the best of Australian tourism 
and hospitality to the world. 

“Our national awards annually draw together the best venues of 
the year from right across Australia,” he said. 

“Hotels which lead the way in innovation, in inspiration and in 
design. Together, our finalists show that when you’re at your pub - 
when you’re at your local - there’s no better place to be in Australia. 

“We celebrate the outstanding individuals who drive our hotel 
businesses and make them the engine room of the Australian 
hospitality and tourism industries. I want to congratulate all 
finalists and winners on a job well done.”

NATIONAL WINNERS LIST 
Successful hotel operators are always learning – and who better  
to learn from than your peers. It’s worth having a look at the 
following hotels that have reached the pinnacle of success in all 
regions of Australia.

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

Hotel Industry Rising Star - Joint Nick Warner, Holiday Inn 
Express Brisbane Central, QLD AND James Lightbody, Hotel Realm 
Best Suite/Apartment Hotel East Hotel

NEW SOUTH WALES

Front of House Employee of the Year - General Division 
Pauric Kennedy, Barangaroo House 
Best Hotel Bar - Accommodation Division Alibi, Ovolo 
Woolloomooloo 
Best Meeting and Events Venue Fairmont Resort & Spa Blue 
Mountains, MGallery by Sofitel 
Best Sporting Entertainment Venue Hunters Hill Hotel 
Best Environmental & Energy Efficiency Practice Crowne Plaza 
Hunter Valley 
Best Bistro - Metropolitan The Oaks 
Overall Hotel of the Year - Metropolitan Barangaroo House 
Best Hotel Group Operator Feros Group

NORTHERN TERRITORY

Best Tourism Initiative Voyages Ayers Rock Resort

QUEENSLAND

Best Bar Presentation & Service - Regional Beach House Hotel 
Best Retail Liquor Outlet Beach House Hotel 
Best Gaming Venue - Regional Jubilee Tavern 
Best Marketed Hotel - Accommodation Division The Island, 
Gold Coast 
Best Outdoor/Non Enclosed Facility Sandstone Point Hotel 
Best Redeveloped Hotel - Accommodation Division The Darling, 
The Star Gold Coast 
Best Deluxe Accommodation The Darling, The Star Gold Coast

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Draught Beer Quality Award The Barker Hotel 
Best Gaming Venue - Metropolitan Mawson Lakes Hotel & 
Function Centre 

Best Restaurant - Accommodation Division Hardy’s Verandah 
Restaurant, Mount Lofty House 
Best Marketed Hotel - General Division The Ramsgate Hotel 
Best Hotel Accommodation - General Division Stirling Hotel, SA 
Outstanding Community Service & Achievement Vine Inn Barossa

TASMANIA

Best Restaurant - Regional Furneaux Restaurant 
Best Bistro - Regional Shoreline Hotel 
Best Superior Accommodation Maylands Lodge 
Overall Hotel of the Year - Regional Shoreline Hotel 
Johnnie Walker Hall of Fame Award Paul Jubb

VICTORIA

Chef of the Year Chris Bonello, MPD Steak Kitchen, Zagame’s 
Berwick Hotel 
Employee Excellence in Service - Accommodation Division 
Yvonne Qian, Sheraton Melbourne Hotel 
Front of House Employee of the Year - Accommodation 
Division Laurent Johnson, Melbourne Marriott Hotel 
Best TAB Licensed Venue Zagame’s Golden Point Club Hotel 
Best Keno Venue Welcome Stranger Hotel 
Best Family Dining Zagame’s Boronia Club Hotel 
Best Mid-Range Accommodation Holiday Inn Melbourne on Flinders 
Best Entertainment Venue Corner Hotel 
Outstanding Achievement in Training Grand Hyatt Melbourne

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Employee Excellence in Service - General Division 
Daren Holscher, Odyssea City Beach 
Best Bar Presentation & Service - Metropolitan Long Chim Perth 
Best Restaurant - Metropolitan Wildflower at COMO The Treasury 
Best Redeveloped Hotel - General Division The Court 
Overall Hotel of the Year - Accommodation Division Crown 
Towers Perth
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Hardy's Verandah Restaurant, Mount Lofty House - Best Restaurant  
- Accommodation Division.

The Stirling Hotel - Best Hotel Accommodation - General Division. The Barker Hotel - Draught Beer Quality.

Vine Inn Barossa - Outstanding Community Service and Achievement. 

Mawson Lakes Hotel and Function Centre - Best Gaming Venue - Metropolitan. 
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An Insight into SA’s Best Hotel 
Accommodation

South Australia has some of the finest hotel accommodation  
in Australia.

This has been recognised across a range of national awards, 
including the AHA’s National Awards For Excellence and Gourmet 
Traveller’s prestigious Australian Hotel Awards.

So many elements go into making a hotel the best in class, 
including luxury, location and service, as well as furnishings, beds 
and a sense of style. 

From the brand new Atura Adelaide Airport to the boutique 
Stirling Hotel and the deluxe Mount Lofty House, Hotel SA tapped 
into the views of the judging panels to gain a sense of what sets 
these hospitality venues apart.

It’s interesting to note just how sophisticated the Adelaide Hills 
hotel scene has become, with both The Stirling and Mount 
Lofty House winning awards, while The Crafers Hotel has been 
recognised as the Best Overall Hotel in South Australia for a 
second year in a row.

Other winning Adelaide Hills venues were The Barker Hotel, 
winning the category for Best Draught Beer Quality – 
Metropolitan, and the Uraidla Hotel taking out the award for 
Environmental and Energy Efficiency Practice. 

THE STIRLING HOTEL

Best Hotel Accommodation - General Division (National)

Best Boutique/Superior Hotel Accommodation (SA)

In triumphing at both the State and National awards, The Stirling 
stamped itself as a gem in the heart of the Adelaide Hills. The 
latest wins add to last year’s Recognition of Excellence Award 
from Hotels Combined.

“5 Rooms at the Stirling Hotel is designed to offer guests a 
relaxing and comfortable experience,” the SA judges commented.

“The opulence is obvious as you enter the first floor; thick carpet, 
lofty ceilings, quality light fittings and ‘quietness’ that is calming.

“The rooms are spacious, uncluttered and unique with luxurious 
bathrooms and quality automated fittings.

“The balcony rooms feature private outdoor settings overlooking 
the leafy main street of Stirling in the warmer months or open 
gas fireplaces for a cosy, warm and relaxing night in those cooler 
months.

“Finished with bespoke art and furnishings and complemented 
with the outstanding dining and bar facilities of the hotel, the 
Stirling Hotel is a complete package.”

Congratulations to 
The Morphett Arms 

Hotel 
 

Congratulations to Martin Palmer, Steven 
King and all of the team at The Morphett 
Arms Hotel on the amazing renovations to 

this extraordinary venue. 
 

Tilbrook Rasheed was formed in July 1994
with a clear vision of creating a unique

accounting firm – one that offers high quality
business advisory  services and adds value 

to all its clients. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

13 Greenhill Road Wayville SA 5034 
phone • (08) 8378 9500  web • www.trca.com.au 

A unique accounting firm with an understanding 
of you and your business 

Congratulations to Brett and Sarah 
Matthews and all of the team at the 

Stirling Hotel on the outstanding 
achievement of being awarded the 

AHA (SA) best boutique supreme hotel 
accommodation and the National AHA for 

best general hotel accommodation

Tilbrook Rasheed was formed in July 1994 with a 
clear vision of creating a unique accounting firm – 

one that offers high quality business advisory services 
and adds value to all its clients

Congratulations to 
The Stirling Hotel

The Stirling Hotel wins the Best Hotel Accommodation - General 
Division award at the National Awards.

The Stirling Hotel wins the Best Boutique/Superior Hotel 
Accommodation award at the SA Awards.
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Hardy’s Verandah Restaurant wins the Best Restaurant - 
Accommodation Division award at the National Awards.

Mount Lofty House wins the Best Deluxe Hotel Accommodation award 
at the SA Awards.

MOUNT LOFTY HOUSE

Best Restaurant - Accommodation Division (National)  
Best Deluxe Hotel Accommodation (SA)

Mount Lofty House in Crafers was not only judged to be the 
pinnacle of achievement in the Best Deluxe Accommodation 
division, it also took honours for Best Restaurant – 
Accommodation Division for its popular Hardy’s Verandah 
Restaurant.

“Overlooking the picturesque Piccadilly Valley, Mount Lofty  
House stands in elegance and grandeur,” the State awards  
judges commented.

“After almost 170 years, a recently completed six-million-dollar 
refurbishment of the original manor and its 1988 added guest 
wing, has breathed new life into the stately hotel.

“The hotel has 32 rooms and two suites in the main house and 
boasts four self-contained cottages located within the estate.

“Guests are treated to luxury throughout with care given to 
customer service, décor and comfort.”

“After almost 170 years, 
a recently completed... 
refurbishment... has breathed 
new life into the stately hotel.”

Award winning? Sorted.

Facility services, sorted.

Congratulations to all of the winners in the 2019 AHA|SA 
Accommodation Awards.

We’re proud to support amazing venues across SA with services 
that help rooms, grounds and common areas look their best.

With over 25 years’ of expertise in commercial cleaning, 
housekeeping and property maintenance, ACW can help deliver 
an award-winning experience for your customers and staff.

Call Steve Dall’Armi on 0430 139 690 to chat about your venue 
or email steve.dallarmi@teamacw.com.au . 

thinkacw.com.au

Facility services, sorted.
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Atura Adelaide Airport wins the Best Mid-Range Hotel Accommodation 
award at the SA Awards.

ATURA ADELAIDE AIRPORT

Best Mid-Range Hotel Accommodation (SA)

At the other end of the ‘age’ spectrum, Atura Adelaide Airport, 
Adelaide’s newest accommodation hotel, won Best Mid-Range 
Hotel Accommodation.

“Opening its doors less than a year ago, the Atura Hotel offers 
business and leisure travellers the ultimate in comfort and 
convenience, with stylish design,” the judges noted.

“Characterised by its modern atmosphere and free-flowing 
communal spaces, the highly anticipated seven-storey hotel 
has undoubtedly become a destination for corporate and leisure 
travelers alike. 

“The hotel features a range of spacious and contemporary guest 
rooms, some with city views and for those who appreciate 

aviation, the Runway Rooms give unparalleled views of the 
airport runway. Guest rooms have been designed around the 
comfortable EVENT dream beds and a multipurpose work zone.”

In this category, the Ibis Adelaide received a Judges Commendation.

PAINTMASTER S.A. PTY LTD
Dave Adams Painting & Decorating

Commercial • Residential • New Buildings • Restorations

Congratulations to 
Brett and Sarah Matthews, 

management and staff  
of The Stirling Hotel on 

your well-deserved win as 
Boutique/Superior Hotel 

Accommodation of the Year.

Paintmaster SA Pty Ltd 
Mob: 0414 475 594 | F: 08 8296 7581

Email: dave@paintmaster.com.au
Builders Lic: BLD 107068

Paintmaster SA are a South Australian Company 
with over 25 years experience in residential and 

commercial painting and decorating.

www.paintmaster.com.au

WINNER OF THE MPA AWARD 
OF EXCELLENCE COMMERCIAL 

REPAINT

Atura Adelaide Airport.

Atura Adelaide Airport hotel room.

CONTEMPORARY ARTISAN

GRILLED WITH PASSION

FLAT BREAD

SPECIALISING IN PIZZA BASES, 
BURGER ROLLS, AND ARTISAN 
BREADS. WHEN ON TIME AND 

QUALITY MATTERS.

CALL 1300 728 890

boutiquebread.com.au



Bikes Grow Business
Bike-share systems are a great way for tourists to see your  
town or city.

Cornell research says it is “becoming a big part of a tourist’s 
experience of a city and an essential hotel amenity” – but people 
won’t walk more than 200 metres to access a bike.

Having in-house bikes for hire (or free use) can become part of 
your marketing strategy. Advertise them as yet another reason  
to book with you.

Photo by Adriana Gómez
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EEC and The Duck Lead the Way

At a time when the supermarket chains have come to dominate the retail liquor market, it is inspiring 
to witness the success of boutique independent operators.

From a consumer perspective, as the market continues its gradual shift to premium offerings,  
small retail outlets and drive-through bottle shops have attributes that the ‘big end of town’ finds  
hard to match. 

In particular, the ability to stock product from small producers – whether they are wineries, distilleries 
or brewers - is a winner. Not surprisingly, this year’s ‘Roy Morgan Alcohol Retail Currency Report’, 
showed a modest shift away from the supermarkets to the independents.

Joint winners of the Best Retail Outlet Award at this year’s AHA|SA Awards For Excellence were the 
East End Cellars and The Pickled Duck.
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EAST END CELLARS 

East End Cellars describes itself as a “fine wine merchant” and a casual wander past the wine racks 
shows how true this is. 

From a Jeroboam of Pol Roger Brut Champagne NV or a bottle of 30-year-old Laphroaig whisky, to a 
tasting flight of three wines from a carefully selected “Featured Winery of the Week”, it’s no wonder 
the Cellars is always busy.

“EEC has established itself as the preeminent wine cellar in the CBD with one of the largest ranges of 
local, national and international selections of wine, beer and spirits,” judges said.

“It has redefined the retail experience.

“Its commitment to quality and customer service is paramount - for both on and off-premise trade.

“Customers are looking for an interactive experience and East End Cellars delivers.”
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THE PICKLED DUCK 

Twenty-five minutes away in the suburbs, The Pickled Duck at the Modbury Plaza Hotel describes 
itself as a “neighbourhood pub, proudly SA owned since 1915, located in the heart of Modbury 
Regional Centre, close to Tea Tree Plaza”.

Judges described it as “a well-presented outlet we would all like to be our local”.

The Pickled Duck prides itself on showcasing a fine collection of Australian and world renowned 
wines, as well as “a unique selection of craft beers from some of the finest South Australian 
microbreweries, and premium spirits”.
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The judging panel commented that: “It offers a great range of products and purpose built tasting and 
display areas, which is an interesting variation to the standard Thirsty Camel bottle shop.

“Being adjacent to the bistro, patrons can carry on their favourite wine selection.

“It has terrific customer service and overall it provides an excellent shopping experience.”

Also mentioned for its redeveloped retail outlet at the AHA|SA Awards night was the V Hotel at 
Virginia, which was joint winner of the Best Redeveloped Hotel in the Adelaide metropolitan area. 
Previously the old Wheatsheaf Hotel, judges noted that all areas of the hotel have benefitted from the 
redevelopment, “with growth in all drivers, especially in food and retail”. 
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R E G I O N A L  M E E T I N G S

The AHA|SA held member meetings in the following regions through August and September: 

• Lower/Mid/Upper North East – Clare Hotel
• South Coast Hills – Hotel Victor
• Gawler Barossa – Angaston Hotel
• South East – Bushman’s Arms Hotel. 

A big thank you to all these hotels for hosting the meetings. AHA|SA members and corporate 
sponsors enjoyed wonderful hospitality from all of them. 

AHA|SA Regional meetings provide an excellent opportunity for members to hear all the latest 
information for their businesses from the AHA|SA. They also provide a fantastic networking 
opportunity with other hotels and industry partners. Make sure you attend the next AHA|SA  
meeting in your region.

Regional
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Regional
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As the endorsed insurance broker to the AHA SA since 
1986, Aon understands your business.

Contact one of our dedicated client managers today 
for an obligation free alternative:

Sean McCormack
08 8301 1123
sean.mccormack@aon.com

Sophie Collins
08 8301 1152
sophie.r.collins@aon.com

When you need  
hotel insurance, 
contact an expert

aon.com.au/hotels

Risk. Reinsurance. Human Resources.

COM0350 0916

Sean McCormack
08 8301 1123
sean.mccormack@aon.com

Ian Furby
08 8301 1110
ian.furby@aon.com
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on the roadO N E  F O R  T H E  R O A D  W I T H  V A U G H A N Y

Scott’s Spot
Firstly I would like to say thanks to you 
members for how welcoming you have 
been in my travels since May. There are 
still many of you to meet, and I’m looking 
forward to doing that soon.

I’d like to acknowledge what an 
amazing event the awards night was! 
Congratulations to both the winners  
and nominees at both state and  
national levels. 

A highlight of the evening was Hans’ 
performance. Quite the entertainer, no-one 
was spared from his sharp wit as I’m sure 
Peter Hurley could attest to. 

The Honourable Vickie Chapman MP 
entertained us with some comical 
rhetoric. We are looking forward to David 
Basheer’s attire reveal at next year’s 
awards night after Vickie’s suggestion that 
he adopts a Hans style leotard look for the 
night. David, I have complete faith that you 
will pull that off beautifully.

On a roll, Vickie’s compliments extended 
to referring to Ian Horne being ‘a bit 
like a Rottweiler’. Key characteristics of 
Rotties are: they are strong, powerful, 
intelligent dogs who are known for their 
high endurance and guarding instincts. 
Definitely hitting the mark through 
comedy. 

On a serious note, her statement to the 
assembled publicans - “thank you for 
keeping our children safe” is a sentiment 
echoed by all of us.

Creating awards within the awards, the 
Basheer group in the theme of ‘Creating 
your own success’ celebrated their own 
award ceremony on the night. Amongst 
multiple award winners, examples of 
winners and their awards include:

• Michael (the purchasing manager) – 
took out The Golden Liver Award - In 
recognition of the most wines ‘tasted’. 

• Shaun (Woodville Hotel Manager) – 
received The Neon Flamingo Award - in 
recognition of the best everyday outfits.

Congratulations to the group for their 
creativity and team involvement, adding 
an extra layer of enjoyment to the night.

Last one on the awards night – a call out 
to the individual who thought MC, Mark 
Soderstrom or ‘Soders’ was actually 
called Mark and was from Sodastream – 
the fizzy drink maker, a corporate partner 
attending the awards.

Moving away from the awards night, I 
caught up with Jonesy, the Publican 
from the Coonalpyn Hotel over lunch a 
few weeks back. In general conversation, 
he mentioned that he was racing his 

lawnmower in the main pavilion on that 
Friday at the Royal Show. Sensing my 
complete ignorance in this area, Jonesy 
showed me a video of actual lawn 
mowing racing. Fair to say it was a little 
different to what I envisaged. 

As an avid sport fan, I diligently monitored 
his results in the following week. He 
placed 1st, 2nd and 4th over three lap 
races reaching speeds of up 70kmph. 
Hats off to Jonesy with the next major 
meet being Coonalpyn on 19 October. 
Undoubtedly a crowd favourite on the day, 
we’ll all be in his corner – Go Jonesy!

A quick update from the latest Regionals. 
I’d like to thank the hosts being The Clare 
Hotel, Hotel Victor, Angaston Hotel and 
Bushman’s Arms Hotel. The hospitality was 
superb with large numbers turning out. I am 
looking forward to the final three this season 
and it would be great to see attendances 
grow even more moving forward.

I’m keen to grow this article with 
more short stories in relation to 
what’s happening within venues and 
communities. I want to hear about other 
hobbies, humorous stories or interests 
from members and their staff. Feel free to 
call or email me. I’d love to come out and 
have a chat and hear your stories.

Until next time, Cheers!
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Y E A R S  O F  A H A | S A  W O M E N  
I N  H O T E L S  N E T W O R K

WOMEN IN 
HOTELS
CONFERENCE

24 & 25 SEPT 2019
HILTON ADELAIDE

OVER 100 WOMEN 
FROM THE HOSPITALITY 

INDUSTRY, INCLUDING 
WOMEN FROM VICTORIA 

AND TASMANIA, 
GATHERED FOR THE 

BI-ANNUAL WOMEN IN 
HOTELS CONFERENCE.
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The two-day event was held at the Hilton 
Adelaide on 24 and 25 September. Women 
were inspired, educated and motivated 
by a range of amazing speakers on a 
diverse range of topics. There were 
many highlights, including a keynote 
presentation from Anna Meares OAM. 
Anna’s story of courage and determination 
to become the very best in her field 
was truly inspirational. So too was the 

presentation from Captain Georgina 
Sutton, one of the first women to become 
a commercial airline pilot.  Delegates 
also learned about leadership, creating 
a positive culture, mentally healthy 
workplaces, social media, creating inviting 
spaces within their venues, and much 
more. Delegates and special guests 
enjoyed a dinner on the Tuesday night at 
the Gallery on Waymouth. Two women 

were recognised for their contribution to 
the hospitality industry and were inducted 
into the Women in Hotels Hall of Fame. 
Anne Sullivan and Deb Hann both received 
this honour on the night. The conference 
also celebrated 25 years of the Women 
in Hotels network in South Australia, a 
tremendous achievement for women in 
the industry.
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It’s no secret that the past few years have been a rocky period 
for publicans across South Australia. We’ve seen the closure 
of several high-profile hotels in both regional and metropolitan 
areas, which has left some in the industry worried about what the 
future holds.

Despite recent changes, gambling revenues are not the “river 
of gold” they used to represent to hotel operators a decade 
ago; when combining this with the increased competition in 
metropolitan Adelaide and declining regional populations, the 
negative impacts on foot traffic and resulting revenues have 
been felt by all. Additionally, with the increasing costs of doing 
business, such as rising energy and compliance costs, the 
demands on operators and resulting cashflow implications  
have become more strenuous year upon year.

Despite these economic headwinds, rents continue to remain 
high across the industry as many landlords, still buoyant from the 
hospitality boom of the mid-2000s, haven’t adjusted their rates to 
reflect the current (difficult) market environment.

However, it’s not all bad news and it’s certainly still possible to 
operate a successful hotel in the current climate provided you are 
equipped with the right information and advice, and understand 
your rights and obligations as a tenant.

For our clients in the hotel industry, our first piece of advice is 

always to look at engaging with your landlord and to be honest 
about the circumstances. While some clients will be happy to 
deal directly with their landlords to negotiate improved rental 
terms, bringing in external expertise like your accountant/ 
business adviser/ mediator/ legal adviser to handle these 
negotiations can alleviate the stress and ensure a better outcome 
for both parties.

Another key area in which we have been advising our South 
Australian hospitality clients is around the changes to the Retail 
and Commercial Leases Act 1995 (SA), which came into effect in 
2011 and were further amended in 2018. 

These changes require landlords to adjust rent after a market 
review (regardless of a Ratchet Clause contained in the lease) 
and prohibit them from charging tenants land tax for any lease 
where the annual rent is under $400,000 per annum – keep in 
mind that a market value is not a static estimate, so a market 
review now may look different than it did several years ago. It 
never hurts to get a professional opinion from your accounting/ 
business advisory partner to sense check your situation. For 
example, if you are an operator that signed a long-term lease 
prior to 2011, and your annual rent under $400,000, there may be 
an opportunity for significant savings, such as a reduction in your 
annual rent or even no longer be required to pay land tax! 

Pat Hodby and Tom Paine are Directors at Perks, South Australia’s leading privately-
owned accounting and private wealth firm. They are the driving force behind the Perks 
Hospitality specialisation team and have both provided key advisory and operational 
support to a number of owner-operators in the sector, ranging from the structuring of 
their business, to back-of-house bookkeeping, to the streamlining and digitization of 
their support systems. Pat is also an active industry advocate for publicans and the 
hospitality industry and owns a successful pub in the Adelaide Hills. 

Getting the Most from a Challenging Market

Pat Hodby Tom Paine

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS/HUMAN RESOURCES  ADVICE 
LICENSING & GAMING ADVOCACY 

BUSINESS SERVICES 
TRAINING 

RESPONSIBLE GAMBLING RESOURCES & SUPPORT 
TOURISM ACCOMMODATION AUSTRALIA (SA) 

INDUSTRY ADVICE 
INDUSTRY VOICE TO GOVERNMENT 

LICENSEE’S LIQUOR GUIDE 
REGULAR UPDATES & NEWS 
EXCLUSIVE AHA|SA EVENTS

Not an 
AHA|SA 
member?

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP

 Get in touch with Membership & 
Business Services - Scott Vaughan 
svaughan@ahasa.asn.au
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Blackouts Warning 
Prompts Renewed  
Interest in Generators
For many hotels and pubs, the 2016 state-wide blackout 
was a disaster. Without electricity, venues were forced 
to close and spoilage was high. Not surprisingly, recent 
headlines that SA could face more blackouts in the 
coming years has sparked concern.
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The Advertiser reported that “problems in Victoria are  
emerging as the key risk to electricity supply in South  
Australia this summer”.

Federal Energy Minister Angus Taylor said, “I do have concerns 
about Victoria this summer and sadly, the way that our National 
Electricity Market works is those concerns can be contagious.

“If Victoria has serious problems, that will affect or has the 
potential to affect other states.”

The warnings have sparked renewed interest in generators to 
become self sufficient in a crisis.

There is also the understanding that those hotels that did have 
generators during previous blackouts were the hottest location 
in town when everyone else was plunged into darkness. Families 
came in search of food, while younger people flocked through the 
doors to recharge their phones!

As one publican noted,  “we were as busy as Melbourne Cup”. 

THE WARNING

Business continuity needs to be planned for, it doesn’t just 
happen. The energy regulator warned recently that SA faces an 
increased risk of blackouts in the years ahead. This is even with 
the nine diesel turbines in place in SA to combat load-shedding 
blackouts, which is balanced against similar blackout warnings 
for the Eastern States, especially Victoria. 

Faced with news of “significant risk” from the Australian Energy 
Market Operator (AEMO), it is prudent for publicans to look at 
their options.

Port Lincoln and other regional areas were isolated during the 
2016 blackout. The Port Lincoln Times reported in September 
this year that “many, many people, both in business and at home, 
have installed their own generators to allow them to be self 
sufficient should the same thing happen again.”

It noted that “while these things come at a significant cost so do 
the losses caused by lengthy blackouts.”

If you are considering a standby generator for commercial use, 
you need to do the sums carefully. Speak to reliable companies 
and get recommendations from other hoteliers.

Here are some of the issues you need to consider:

- Size (see further details on next page)

- Permits

“There is also the 
understanding that those 
hotels that did have 
generators during previous 
blackouts were the hottest 
location in town...”

 + Compact design and
superior performance

 + Circuit breakers and
residual current device
are factory fitted

 +Single side servicing

 +Auto start controller

Prepare for 
bad weather.KUBOTA

BE READY
Configure your Kubota diesel generator to kick in the  

moment your solar shuts down - reliable backup power

GEPPS CROSS    08 8139 7200
SUMMERTOWN   08 8390 3017
NARACOORTE     08 8762 0123

WWW.KUBPOWER.COM
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- Installation costs

- Diesel, gas or another alternative

- Auto-start, so it comes on even when you are closed

- Service and maintenance schedule

- Ability to self test the unit.

When it comes to choosing the right unit and size, the State 
Government advises: “The type and size of generator you need 
will depend on the number and type of electrical appliances you’ll 
be running at any one time. As well as catering for the running 
power of the appliances, the generator will also need enough 
output to cover the initial surge of power appliances draw when 
they first switch on.

“Some electronic equipment, such as TVs, computers and 
phones, are very sensitive to fluctuations in power supply. If you 
are powering these devices with a generator, you may need a 
special type that provides ‘clean’ power without power surges, 
spikes or line noise, to avoid damaging the equipment.

“Speak to a generator specialist or licensed electrician to work 
out the best generator for your needs. Always purchase from a 
reputable dealer who will provide you with a warranty and after-
sales-service, in case you have any issues with the generator at a 
later stage.

“Because of the risk of electric shock or electrocution, you must 
take appropriate safety steps when installing, operating and 
maintaining your generator.”

Blackouts: Don’t Get 
Left In The Dark
Contact CD Power  
Tel: 08 8162 7300 or 1300 654 547
Website: www.cdpower.com.au
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H O T E L  M A N A G E R  Q & A

Michael Schuetze
WILLUNGA HOTEL

WHAT IS THE TITLE OF YOUR POSITION?

I am the Managing Director of the Willunga Hotel, which I own 
and run with my family. 

HOW DID YOU ENTER THE HOTEL INDUSTRY AND 
WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR CAREER PATH?

I was employed by the King Family as a bottle shop attendant 
at the Modbury Hotel in 1988 at the age of 18. I spent the first 
couple of years working part time, moving into the bar and 
administration areas while attending uni. At 21 I was offered 
an Assistant Manager role and went to full time. I worked as 
an Assistant Manager at the Modbury Hotel and the Arkaba 
Hotel  before my first full management role at the Modbury 
Hotel in 1995. I left the hotel industry to travel in 1996 and then 
spent a number of years in the IT industry, eventually working in 
hospitality IT. This also included an element of marketing and 
administration, mostly with the clubs industry.

In 2005 I was once again employed by Steven King as the 
Manager of the Highlander Hotel at Gilles Plains. I spent three 
enjoyable years overseeing a large multifaceted venue with 
significant nightclub and entertainment.

In 2008, I moved with the family to Renmark to take on the 
General Manager role of the Renmark Hotel. I spent 10 years in 
Renmark, not only managing the hotel but getting involved in the 
tourism industry and numerous sporting clubs committees.

In October last year, my family, wife Romanna and two boys 
Benny and Lachlan, purchased the Willunga Hotel, affectionately 
know to locals as “The Middle Pub”. 

DO YOU HAVE ANY FAMILY CONNECTIONS IN THE 
HOTEL TRADE?

My great, great, great grandfather Gottlieb Schuetze was a 
publican. He built and was licensee of the Australian Arms 
Hotel at Hahndorf and was licensee of the Union Hotel, now the 
Hahndorf Inn, in the late 1800’s. There are no other hotel family 
connections outside of my generation where, apart from myself, 
my brother Greg has been a publican and sister Victoria spent 
over a decade in the industry.

WHAT DOES YOUR POSITION ENTAIL?

Being a small family run country hotel, the position involves every 
aspect of hospitality. A general week will involve over 40 hours of 
hands on bar and waiting, two mornings a week of hotel cleaning, 
general bookwork and administration, marketing and other odd 
jobs. Would be rare to do less than a 70 hour week.

WHAT ASPECT OF THIS POSITION IS YOUR 
FAVOURITE?

I have always been a person who gets bored quite easily, so the 
variety of work is what I enjoy most. I also love being around 

people, so after 10 years of primarily office administration, 
getting back to pouring beers and bantering with locals is very 
enjoyable.

WHAT IS YOUR LEAST FAVOURITE PART/S OF THIS 
ROLE?

There are never enough hours in the day to be able to do 
everything that you want or, sometimes, to do what needs to be 
done. I also think most publicans would agree we face far too 
much red tape and administrative duties to maintain compliance 
across a broad range of areas. 

APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY STAFF DO YOU 
MANAGE?

We have 15 staff on our team, not including the family members.

WHO HAVE YOUR MENTORS BEEN OVER THE YEARS?

I admire the family-run hotels in South Australia, especially those 
that have survived across generations. I have been fortunate 
to have been employed by Steven King and his family for well 
over 10 years of my working life. I also look up to families like 
the Hurleys, Faheys and Palmers, who not only have been very 
successful, but put enormous amounts back into the industry.

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO THOSE 
LOOKING TO WORK THEIR WAY UP THE HOTEL 
BUSINESS LADDER?

Work hard. The hours ARE unsociable and you have to be 
prepared to give up an element of your social life if you want 
to get anywhere. Be prepared to be versatile and want to learn 
everything. The more knowledge you accumulate the more you 
increase your potential for employment growth. Having said that, 
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IndustryInsight
in hospitality your personality will get you a long way and if you 
are not a people person, then perhaps hospitality is not for you.

WHAT DOES YOUR FUTURE LOOK LIKE? WHERE DO 
YOU SEE YOURSELF IN FIVE YEARS?

Having just purchased our first hotel, after managing for nearly 
20 years, I will probably be working behind the bar and looking 
after the administration of the Willunga Hotel. We have teenage 
boys who are involved in the day to day running of the hotel, so it 
will be more interesting to see where they will be in five years, and 
this may have an impact on the rest of the family. 

WHAT MAKES YOUR HOSPITALITY OFFERING 
DIFFERENT FROM OTHER VENUES?

The Willunga Hotel is a unique historic building located in a 
beautiful part of the Fleurieu Peninsula and McLaren Vale wine 
regions, but it is also only 10 minutes from suburban Adelaide. 
We draw on these attributes, so have not tried to be majorly 
different in how we do things, but we make every effort to make 
sure what we do, we do well, and what we offer is great quality.

We also are endeavouring to draw on regional offerings and 
strike partnerships with community partners, whether that be 

local trades people, wine makers and craft brewers or community 
organisations.

DO YOU HAVE RENOVATION PLANS FOR THE HOTEL?

There probably is not an area of the hotel that will not be touched 
up over the next 12 months as we look at adding our own 
personal touch to the property. There are a couple of large-scale 
projects with an extensive beer garden planned to be completed 
before the end of the year. We also have a small room at the back 
of the property that is being restored as a small function space, 
complete with an attached formal garden.

“I admire the family run 
hotels in South Australia, 
especially those that 
have survived across 
generations.”

MAKE THE MOST OF  

DIGITAL THIS SPRING!

Show your customers how to  

      download the TAB App* and earn  

      when they walk out the door.

*Only valid on TAB QLD/SA/TAS/NT App. TAB Accounts must be successfully ID Verified and are Subject to the Digital Commission Rules. 
Out-of-Venue Commission applies to local residents within your state and excludes bets placed in any other TAB venue. 

Think! About your choices. Call Gambler’s Help, Gambling Help or the ACT Gambling Counselling & Support Service on 1800 858 858 
www.gamblinghelp.nsw.gov.au or www.gamblinghelponline.org.au You know the score. Stay in control. Gamble Responsibly.
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Playford Hotel’s Rooms with a New View
Adelaide’s Playford MGallery by Sofitel Hotel is excited to 
announce a new collection of artworks to be hung in 60 of its 
rooms will provide guests with a unique view of South Australia 
as seen through the eyes of renowned photographer Alex Frayne 
who has been likened to Stanley Kubrick and Jeffrey Smart*. 

Featuring 120 magnificent pieces from Frayne’s acclaimed 
Adelaide Noir, The Kokatha Country, and The Winter 
Monochrome Series the collection was unveiled at cocktail event 
by the Hon. Steven Marshall MP, Premier of South Australia 
on Wednesday 25th September. As Australia’s most awarded 
boutique hotel and as part of Sofitel’s exclusive MGallery series, 
Playford Adelaide guests may expect beautiful art to enhance 
the luxuriously appointed rooms and suites in keeping with the 
brand’s “dedication to lovers of life, literature and culture” and 
the property’s warm Art Nouveau feel perfectly blended with old 
world charm and modern day creature comforts.

Maurits De Graeff, General Manager Playford Adelaide said, “we 
are so fortunate to have been able to acquire these pieces and 
are looking forward to displaying them for our guests. That they 
feature South Australia through the eyes of one of our most 
acclaimed artists is wonderful. We are proud to support such an 
incredible talent of our own and enable others to appreciate his 
work whilst enjoying their stay with us.”

Food for thought - whilst we’re all obsessing over which phone 
has the best camera for our social media posts, perhaps we can 
learn a thing or two from the past with Frayne’s stunning images 
literally taken on cameras built in the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s. His use 
of analogue 35mm, 6x6cm and 6x9cm film format cameras 
produces much higher quality images than digital, making them 
highly attractive to collectors.

Photo: ‘Jetty Nocturne’ by Alex Frayne. Photo: ‘Oval Bridge’ by Alex Frayne.

Photo: ‘Bent Tree’ by Alex Frayne.

Photo: ‘Orange In Fog’ by Alex Frayne.

Clelands Lawyers Adelaide combines skill and 

knowledge with exceptional service to deliver a full 

range of legal services to the hospitality industry.

We specialise in Liquor Licensing, Hospitality and 
Gaming Law, Commercial Leasing, Employment Law, 
Commercial transactions, Intellectual Property Law, 

Commercial and Business Law and Litigation. 

With one of the most experienced legal and hotel 
teams in Adelaide, contact us to � nd out how Rinaldo 

D’Aloia, Phil Foreman, Patrick Connelly and Lean 
McEvoy can help you with your next matter.

208 Carrington Street, Adelaide SA 5000
P: 08 8177 5888

E: clelands@cle.com.au
W: www.clelandslawyers.com.au 

Please contact us to � nd out more about 

how we can help you.
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Federal Court Rules on Personal/Carer’s Leave
On 21 August 2019, a Full Court of the Federal Court (‘FCFC’) 
handed down their decision in the matter of Mondelez v 
Automotive, Food, Metals Engineering, Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union (AMWU) [2019] FCAFC 138 (‘the decision’). This 
significant decision has resulted in widespread ramifications for 
employers with respect to how personal/carer’s leave should 
be calculated under the Fair Work Act 2019 (Cth) (‘FW Act’). In 
this article we delve into this decision and look at its impact for 
AHA|SA Members. 

BACKGROUND

Mondelez (‘the Employer’) operated a food manufacturing plant 
in Claremont, Tasmania. The plant operated under the Mondelez 
Australia Pty Ltd, Claremont Operations (Confectioners and 
Stores) Enterprise Bargaining Agreement 2017 (‘the Enterprise 
Agreement’). 

The Enterprise Agreement contained provisions which allowed 
for employees that worked 12 hour shifts to accrue an amount of 
96 hours of paid personal leave per annum. 

The AMWU (‘the Union’) who are a party to the Enterprise 
Agreement represented two of its members in this matter who 
are employees of the Employer. These particular employees 
worked an average of 36 hours per week, working 3 x 12-hour 
shifts per week averaged across a 4-week cycle. If one of the 
employee’s was absent from work on paid personal/carer’s leave, 
the Employer would deduct 12 hours from their personal/carer’s 
leave accrual.1  

Dispute existed around the interpretation of how the accrual of 
paid personal/carer’s leave was calculated under the Enterprise 
Agreement provisions and whether it was inconsistent with 
the method used to calculate paid personal/carer’s leave 
entitlements under s 96(1) of the FW Act.2 

The Employer sought two declarations from the FCFC with 
respect to the proper construction of the Enterprise Agreement. 
Firstly, that when an employee was absent from work for a full 
12-hour rostered shift on paid personal/carer’s leave, 12 hours 
should be deducted from their accrued paid personal/carer’s 
leave balance. Secondly, that the entitlement for employees to 
paid personal/carer’s leave under the Enterprise Agreement was 
more beneficial than the entitlement to paid personal/carer’s 
leave under the National Employment Standards in the FW Act.3 

In deciding whether to grant the declarations sought by the 
Employer, the FCFC needed to consider the interpretation of s 
96 of the FW Act and how that interpretation would apply to the 
circumstances in this particular matter. 

THE SUBMISSIONS

S 96(1) of the FW Act sets out the minimum entitlements for 
full-time and part-time employees with respect to the amount of 
paid personal/carer’s leave to be accrued, it states “For each year 
of service with his or her employer, an employee is entitled to 10 
days of paid personal/carer’s leave.”4 

S 96(2) of the FW Act sets out how the leave should be accrued, 
“An employee’s entitlement to paid personal/carer’s leave 
accrues progressively during a year of service according to the 
employee’s ordinary hours of work, and accumulates from year 
to year.”5 

A significant part of this decision hinged on how the FCFC 
interpreted the term “day” with respect to paid personal/carer’s 
leave. 

In relation to the Union’s submissions, Bromberg and Rangiah JJ 
stated at [35] that 

“The Union submits that “day” in s 96 of the FW Act has its 
ordinary meaning of a “calendar day”, which is “a 24 hour 
period”.”6

The Union argued that a full-time or part-time employee was 
entitled to be absent on paid personal/carer’s leave without loss 
of pay for 10 calendar days per year. The effect of their argument 
for the employees in this particular matter was that they should 
be entitled to 10 paid days of personal/carer’s leave per year and 
that if the employee was absent for a full day due to personal/
carer’s leave then they should be paid for 12 hours for such a 
day.7 This would equate to 10 days x 12 hours = 120 hours of 
personal/carer’s leave).

In relation to the Employer’s submissions, Bromberg and Rangiah 
JJ stated at [26] that 

“Mondelez submits that s 96(1) does not refer to a calendar day, 
but to its “industrial meaning” of a “notional day”. It submits that 
“day” is used as a shorthand reference to the employee’s average 
daily ordinary hours based on an assumed five-day working 
week-that is, average weekly ordinary hours divided by five.”8

The effect of the Employer’s argument was that for these two 
particular employees in this matter who work an average of 36 
hours per week, the proper construction of s 96(1) of the FW Act, 
should be that these employees were entitled to a quantum of 
72 hours of paid personal/carer’s leave per year of service (i.e. 
36 ordinary hours divided by 5 = 7.2 hours per day x 10 days = 72 
hours).9 

The Minister for Small and Family Business, the Workplace and 
Deregulation who was an intervener in the matter, supported the 
Employer’s arguments with respect to how the personal/carer’s 
leave entitlements in the FW Act should be constructed. 

MAJORITY DECISION

Justices Bromberg and Rangiah, the majority of the FCFC, 
concluded that the declarations sought by the Employer should 
not be made. The majority rejected the arguments of the parties 
in relation to their interpretation of a “day” under s 96 of the FW 
Act, instead referencing a day to the portion of a 24 hour period 
that would otherwise have been worked by the employee had it 
not been for their absence. Bromberg and Rangiah JJ stated at 
[93] that,

“… in s 96(1) of the FW Act, “day” is used in the specific context of 
an authorised absence from work. In that context, its natural and 
ordinary meaning is not a bare 24 hour period, but the portion 
of a 24 hour period that would otherwise be allotted to working. 
A “day” consisting of the portion of a 24 hour period that would 
otherwise be allotted to working may conveniently be described 
as a “working day”. The natural and ordinary meaning of “10 days 
of paid personal/carer’s leave” in s 96(1) is authorised absence 
from work for ten such “working days” for a reason set out in s 
97.”10

In relation to how the personal/carer’s leave entitlement under 
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the FW Act should be accrued, the majority found that the 
entitlement should be calculated based on days rather than 
hours. Bromberg and Rangiah JJ stated at [169] that,

“Under s 96(1), the accrual is expressly based upon time served 
with the employer and is expressly to be calculated in days. 
So, for example, every 5.2 weeks, the employee accrues an 
entitlement to another full day of paid personal/carer’s leave.”11

Relating back to the two employees in this matter, the majority 
found that these two employees under s 96(1) of the FW Act 
were entitled to 10 days per year of service based on 12-hour 
shifts. This equates to the equivalent of 120 hours of paid 
personal/carer’s leave. 

The effect of the majority’s decision is that irrespective of the 
hours an employee works per day or the number of days they 
work per week, all employees (excluding casuals) are entitled 
to 10 days of paid personal/carer’s leave per year under the FW 
Act. A concerning impact of the majority’s decision is that you 
could have 2 employees who both average the same number 
of hours per week, but ultimately have varying personal/carer’s 
leave entitlements. For example, Employee A works 4 x 5 hour 
shifts per week, Employee B works 2 x 10 hour shifts per week. 
Employee A is entitled to 10 days per year paid at 5 hours if they 
are absent for a full day, Employee B is entitled to 10 days per 
year paid at 10 hours if they are absent for a full day. 

IMPLICATIONS

AHA|SA Members need to be aware of the following: 

• The personal/carer’s leave entitlement under the National 
Employment Standards in the FW Act are a minimum 
standard. Therefore, this decision not only has application to 
those venues that apply an Award, but it also has application 
to those venues that have an Enterprise Agreement or 
Collective Agreement in place. This decision also has 
application to those employees that are Award and Enterprise 
Agreement free. 

• Full-time and Part-time employees as a minimum are entitled 
to 10 days of personal/carers leave per annum regardless of 
how many days they work in the week and regardless of the 
number of hours they work per week.

• Personal/carer’s leave for Full-time and Part-time employees 
should be accrued in days rather than hours. The entitlement 
should be based on the time the employee has worked for the 
employer. For example, every 5.2 weeks, an employee accrues 
an entitlement to another full day of leave.

• Where an employee takes personal/carer’s leave, they are 
entitled to be paid for that day based on the hours they would 
have worked that day. E.g. Employee ordinarily works a 6 hour 
shift, the employee is required to be paid 6 hours for their day 
of absence. 

• Where an employee takes a personal/carer’s leave day, a 
day needs to be deducted from their accrual balance. If the 
employee takes the equivalent of a half day of personal/carer’s 
leave, half a day needs to be deducted from their balance. 

WHERE TO FROM HERE?

At the time of writing this article both the Employer and the 
Federal Government had announced their intention to seek leave 
to appeal the decision in the High Court. A decision of the High 
Court would provide certainty for employers in relation to how to 
interpret the personal/carer’s leave entitlement in the FW Act. 

The AHA were instrumental in being able to successfully lobby 
the Federal Government to appeal the decision to the High Court. 

In the meantime, Members need to make suitable adjustments in 
their payroll to accommodate for the changes that this decision 
has brought. 

1 Mondelez v AMWU [2019] FCAFC 138, See para [18], 2 Ibid, see para [19], 
3 Ibid, see para [1] and [200], 4 Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth), s 96(1), 5 Fair Work Act 
2009 (Cth), s 96(2), 6 Mondelez v AMWU [2019] FCAFC 138, para [35], 7 Ibid see 
para [82] & [83], 8 Ibid para [8], 9 Ibid see para [3], 10 Ibid para [93], 11 Ibid para [169]
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Are You “Ducking Great Time” or “Three Hat 
Fine Dining”? (Yes, it matters.)

BY TIM BOYLEN

I was on The Pickled Duck website recently and what impressed 
me was the cheeky tone throughout their text.

Here’s an example that quickly tells a visitor that this venue is all 
about fun: 

• “A place to meet on the park, enjoy a meal with friends and 
have a ducking great time.”

Likewise, the new Marion Hotel website projects its attitude from 
the earliest words and keeps its messaging sharp and modern. 
Examples include:

• “Hey good lookin’! Welcome to the Marion Hotel. Let us keep 
you up to date with all that’s going on. Avoid FOMO. You know 
you want to.” (FOMO is ‘fear of missing out’.)

• Accommodation is called “Stay” and it instantly tells you about 
the rooms: “Quirky. Luxe. Cosy.”

AUTHENTICITY MATTERS

We call this being “authentic”. It’s an authentic tone of voice and 
imagery that accurately reflects what your venue is really like.

Let’s look at the award-winning Mount Lofty House as a contrast. 
Compared to the first two examples, the text on the home page 
positions the hotel as luxury and more formal. It also provides 
evidence with the words “three hat fine dining restaurant”:

• “We are an iconic designer boutique hotel in the Adelaide 
Hills, famous for our luxury escapes, three hat fine dining 
restaurant, indulgent day spa experiences, conference retreats 
and breathtakingly beautiful weddings.”

So the visitor knows that if you want a cool hangout, head to the 
Pickled Duck or Marion, but if you want a luxury escape with fine 
dining in-house, then motor up to Mount Lofty.

VIDEO CHOICES

The video choices are also interesting. Mt Lofty House has  
very high production values. It’s scripted, professionally shot, 
uses a range of effects including slow motion and each shot  
is carefully prepared.

By contrast, The Pickled Duck has deliberately clunky zoom as if 

Photo by JESHOOTS.

“It’s an authentic tone of 
voice and imagery that 
accurately reflects what  
your venue is really like.”
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it’s been shot by a patron, light levels are far from perfect and the 
food shots are a world apart from Mt Lofty’s. The visitor knows 
that this venue is fast, fun and a little bit funky!

Achieving this “rough” look is a fine balancing act. The main 
danger is that if you miss the mark, it can come across as 
second rate and is a reflection of your venue.

If you want a video that isn’t too slick, but won’t be a turn off, 
a professional videographer is a good investment. They can 
achieve the “rough look” but also give you great sound quality, 
make sure you get the very best angles and optimise the shots 
for mobile. (Hint: make sure you get all of their footage so you 
can use snips on social media.)

DON’T FAKE IT

When it comes to writing and recording in an authentic voice, you 
don’t want to fake it. That’s because when people experience your 
venue in the flesh, they’ll be disappointed if you have led them 
astray – and they won’t return. 

It’s the real-world version of click bait. The younger the audience, 
the more likely they are to post an aggravated review and tell 
friends.

For example, The Woolshed on Hindley Street would never 
market its food as being of the quality of the nearby The 
Apothacarey 1878… and vice versa. Different venues, different 
product, different audience. 

• “The Woolshed on Hindley is a country themed pub during 
the day that offers great priced meals with daily specials.” 

Photos of burgers on boards and Mexican food in rustic bowls 
complete the tone.

• “Explore History - Embrace Culture - Experience Elegance.” You 
quickly comprehend that The Apothacarey 1878 has award-
winning food and it’s in an elegant setting – but the staff aren’t 
stuffy, they are ‘professional yet affable’.

SUMMARY

1. Understand what your hotel is projecting. Some call it their   
 “brand”, others think of it as their pub’s personality. Are you   
 country casual, a gastro pub, a Millennial magnet, cheeky,   
 formal, small bar hipster? The list goes on.

2. If you don’t know how to achieve the right tone, find hotel   
 websites that match the style of your hotel and draw   
 inspiration from them.

3. As SATC Chair Andrew Bullock says on page 8, don’t be   
 afraid to be different (“disruptive”) to achieve cut-through.

“...when people experience 
your venue in the flesh, 
they’ll be disappointed if 
you have led them astray  
– and they won’t return.”



Gaming Care – a Renewed Focus  
on Harm Reduction 

BY GAMING CARE

In 2005, the South Australian Branch of the Australian Hotels 
Association (AHA|SA) chose to respond to increasing concerns 
regarding patrons who may experience harm or cause harm 
to their families through gambling on gaming machines. 
Recognising that hotel staff are best placed to identify indicators 
of problem gambling, build a rapport and offer support and 
options for help, the Hotels Responsible Gambling Early 
Intervention Agency Ltd (trading as Gaming Care) was formed to 
assist staff.

Over time, the organisation has grown from humble beginnings 
with an executive officer and two Gaming Care Officers to eight 
full time staff including an Executive Director, Deputy Director, 
and six Gaming Care Officers each responsible for over 80 
venues. The role of Gaming Care also grew to include providing 
training for venue staff through both informal workshops and 
approved Advanced Gaming Training, assisting licensees and 
staff with new systems such 
as the Barring Online Employee 
Notification system (BOEN) and 
Automated Risk Monitoring system 
(ARM) and performing compliance 
audits of signage and Codes of 
Practice obligations.

Through it all, Gaming Care’s 
core function of assisting venue 
staff to minimise the harm 
caused by problematic gambling 
behaviour remained – yet the 
increasing compliance and training 
requirements placed additional 
burdens on both venue staff and Gaming Care, leaving less time 
to assist with complex patron situations. The Gaming Care Board 
made a decision in late 2018 to re-evaluate the effectiveness 
of the organisation, whether it was meeting its objectives and 
develop a new strategic plan for the future.

Gaming Care’s constitution sets out the objects of the 
organisation. The primary object is to assist gaming venue 
owners, licensees, managers and staff in the early identification 
of, and support for, problem gamblers. Following consultation 
with industry, regulators, gambling help services and Gaming 
Care staff, the Board finalised a new mission statement as part 
of a three year strategic plan in early 2019:

OUR PURPOSE  
To provide the hotel industry the capacity to respond to 
community concerns related to the harm associated with 
gambling by contributing to early intervention and support for 
problem gamblers and their families.

OUR GOAL  
A compliant and proactive hotel industry that works with 
regulators, gambling help services, and players to limit the harm 
caused by gambling.

Gaming staff and licensees may have already noticed a 
difference in the nature of visits by Gaming Care Officers.  

While compliance with the Codes is still important, visitation and 
training by Gaming Care now focuses on compliance with those 
clauses of the Codes that are directly related to harm reduction 
such as:

• Increasing the quality and accuracy of reporting on problem 
gambling behaviour, including the fortnightly management 
review

• Increasing staff skill and application of effective early 
intervention strategies with gaming patrons

• Assisting the hotel industry to meet its obligations through 
building relationships with gambling help services

Importantly, Gaming Care Officers are taking time to explain 
to venue staff how legislation helps to reduce the risk to those 
patrons who may be experiencing problematic gambling 

behaviour. For example limits 
around EFTPOS withdrawals apply 
to assist those patrons who are 
experiencing difficulty controlling 
spend, signage displayed in gaming 
rooms and other areas of the venue 
serves as a reminder to patrons that 
they can speak to staff if they would 
like help with their gambling, and the 
reporting requirements are the most 
effective way to communicate to all 
staff that there are concerns about 
a patron and how to manage the 
situation. This approach has already 
seen positive results, with venue 

staff commenting that they did not understand why certain 
requirements applied previously.

The increase in complex patron matters which involve mental 
health issues, possible domestic violence, co-morbidities or 
cultural concerns has also led Gaming Care to develop our 
people and processes to better support the hotel industry. To this 
end, all Gaming Care staff have participated in targeted training 
workshops each month on a variety of topics so that our staff are 
better equipped to assist venue staff with these challenges.

Gaming Care’s evolution is ongoing, and there are still obstacles 
to overcome. We are continuing to work with gambling help 
services on ways to better facilitate referrals. Our ongoing 
discussions with the Liquor and Gambling Commissioner around 
the required training for staff are aimed at ensuring an industry 
wide standard so that staff are confident engaging with patrons 
who may be experiencing difficulty with gambling. By working 
with both the help services and the regulators to identify new 
initiatives to assist with early detection and intervention of 
problem gamblers, Gaming Care hope to achieve its goal and 
maintain its purpose in the years to come.

If you would like further information on how Gaming Care can 
assist your venue, please contact your Gaming Care Officer or 
call our office on 8100 2499.

“...provide the hotel 
industry the capacity to 
respond to community 
concerns related to the 
harm associated with 

gambling...”
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boylen.com.au

Growth through digital and 
traditional marketing.

P  08 8233 9433 

A  Level 3, 47 South Tce, Adelaide SA
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1800 778 340
www.hlaustralia.com.au

55 Belair Road, Kingswood SA 5062

H&L understands how a fully integrated Hotel POS 

system can make each transaction profitable, 

from the bar to the bottleshop.

Your POS System 

is the nucleus 

of your operations, 

connecting 

technology 

to increase 

profitability.

• Meet your customers needs

• Build customer loyalty

• Easy for your staff to use

• Stock & cash reports at your fingertips
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OneMusic Wets the Whistle
It must have passed the pub test because in the first three months 
since OneMusic Australia has been on tap, some 300 hoteliers and 
bar owners have signed up, keen to make the switch to the one-
licence system and leave the two music-licence-system behind, 
even before their old licences officially fell due.

Half of those contacted in the first two waves of correspondence 
signed-up for a new OneMusic licence even before the old ones 
expired. The sector remains one of, if not the most compliant, 
with an estimated 91% carrying a music licence going into 
OneMusic. 

Australian Hotels Association CEO Stephen Ferguson said that 
publicans who had used the Get a Quote option on the OneMusic 

website had found it very easy to use and quick to fill out. 

Publican and musician Tom Fisher of Clancy’s Fish Pubs took 
a keen part in the consultation leading up to OneMusic and he 
thinks will make the back-end of a music-loving business like his 
a whole lot easier. 

Tom said: “With OneMusic coming along – we will manage our 
roster of music licences in one transaction, once a year and 
online – and that streamlining will help get our fees into the 
hands of musicians like me more efficiently”.

onemusic.com.au 
Ph 1300 162 162

WHEN DID YOU JOIN AHA|SA? 
I commenced with AHA|SA on 2 September 2019 and  
am seconded to Gaming Care as Executive Director of this Unit.

WHAT ARE YOUR KEY RESPONSIBILITIES AT THE 
AHA|SA? 
My overarching responsibility is to ensure that the Gaming Care 
Unit is working effectively with all hotels with gaming machines 
to minimise the harm associated with problem gambling. 
This includes providing support and working collaboratively 
with venues and their staff, Gambling Help Services and other 
community service organisations, to in turn support problem 
gamblers and their families. It also involves ensuring that we 
are assisting licensees and their staff, through education and 
training, to meet their compliance obligations surrounding the 
recognition and identification of problem gaming indicators, the 
accurate recording of patron behaviour and providing staff with 
the skills and confidence to engage successfully with patrons 
displaying potential problem gambling behaviours. This is 
important in facilitating the early intervention required to reduce 
the harm caused by problem gambling. 

WHAT IS YOUR PREVIOUS WORK EXPERIENCE? 
As a qualified lawyer I have worked in the areas of liquor 
licensing, gaming and planning, workers compensation and 
employment relations. My most recent role prior to commencing 
with AHA|SA was as General Manager of Member Services at 
another peak industry association, the Motor Trade Association 
of South Australia. This involved the oversight of several 
departments that delivered services to member businesses. 
This included workplace relations and work health safety advice 
and support, industry policy and advocacy, communications 
and marketing, compliance and membership acquisition and 
retention. I was also involved in the creation and delivery of 
training and conducted mediations for businesses. 

My 12 years’ experience working closely with industry and 
individual businesses has given me the opportunity to engage 
with all levels of government, stakeholders and influencers in 
order to protect and grow industry and those operating within 
it. I have learned the value of strong relationships and the 
power of collaboration – a lot can be achieved when we work 
together. In my role with Gaming Care I would like to combine my 
legal, compliance and mediation skills and knowledge with my 
experience working with government and other stakeholders to 
protect and grow businesses, their staff and patrons. 

HOW DO YOU OCCUPY YOUR TIME OUTSIDE OF 
WORK?  
On a more personal level, and as someone that finds it difficult to 
keep still for long, I enjoy going to the gym (Functional 45 interval 
training is a personal favourite at the moment). Keeping still 
normally requires good food or a glass of wine with a book.

AHA|SA Staff 
Spotlight 

 
ANNA MOELLER - GAMING CARE  

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
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The AHA|SA Welcomes New Corporate 
Partners for 2019-2020

SILVER CORPORATE PARTNERS

Agile Group

A 129 Sir Donald Bradman Dr, Hilton,  
 SA 5033 
P 1300 964 007 
W www.agilegroup.com.au 
E william.k@agilegroup.com.au 

Agile Group is an Adelaide based, Australian owned company 
that operates across Australia providing flexible crowd control 
and event security solutions. In addition, Agile also provides 
comprehensive cleaning solutions. Agile has earnt a reputation of 
excellence across a number of industries and pride themselves 
on getting to know their clients’ individual needs. Their personal 
service can span to many regional areas within South Australia, 
investing time in developing the right service for your venue. 
Protect your patrons, staff and assets with Agile’s local 
knowledge and experience. 
                          

Bunnings Group

A 2 Dunn St, Seaford, SA 5169  
P 08 8392 4815  
W www.bunnings.com.au/trade 
E lstannard@bunnings.com.au

Bunnings are a major supplier to commercial trades people, 
servicing a wide range of industries.

• Manufacturing 
• Renovations and refurbishments 
• Education 
• Facilities maintenance 
• Landscape and many more

The free Bunnings PowerPass trade account is now available 
for AHA|SA members with exclusive pricing for all members.
Products on this exclusive AHA|SA list will carry 6-20% discount, 
and 45,000 other products throughout the Bunnings stores 
will carry approximately 5 % discount. To sign up for this free 
trade discount please contact Lauren Stannard 08 8392 4815 
lstannard@bunnings.com.au        

                     

BRONZE CORPORATE PARTNERS

Perks Accountants and Wealth Advisors

A 180 Greenhill Rd, Parkside, SA 5063 
P 08 8273 9300 
W www.perks.com.au 
E info@perks.com.au

As a privately-owned accounting and wealth advisory firm, we 
offer our clients proactive advice and a comprehensive suite 
of business services all under one roof, including accounting, 
banking and finance and people solutions. We have extensive 
experience in the hospitality industry and work with a range 
of clients from large, multi-site operations to private start-

ups. Our deep expertise in the particular challenges faced by 
Hospitality business owners and operators allows us to deliver 
proactive advice that is tailored to your needs. Contact us for a 
no-obligations chat to discover how we can help you move your 
business forward with confidence.                         

 
Cardtronics

A 87 Corporate Dr, Heatherton,  
 VIC 3202 
P 03 9574 4878  
W www.cardtronics.com.au

Cardtronics is a global leader making ATM cash access 
convenient where people shop, work and live. Cardtronics is at 
the convergence of retailers, financial institutions, prepaid card 
programs and the customers they share. Cardtronics provides 
services to approximately 225,000 ATMs in North America, 
Europe, Asia-Pacific and Africa. Simply put, Cardtronics enables 
financial convenience in a fast-paced world. Locally in Australia, 
Cardtronics owns and operates a nationwide retail ATM network 
and provides fully managed solutions to Australian financial 
institutions and corporate retailers. In total, the Company 
manages over 11,000 ATMs across Australia and over 430 in 
New Zealand. 
 

Liquor Legends

A 7/747 Fairfield Rd, Yeerongpilly,  
 QLD 4105 
M 0429 825072 or 07 3107 7422 
W www.liquorlegends.com.au 
E jmarch@liquorlegends.com.au

Hotel Tourism and Management is an industry leading 
independent liquor retailing group with trademarks such as 
Liquor Legends, Urban Cellars, Clubslink, Liquid Rewards, Liquid 
Stock Control and Bookkeeping. Services we provide to our 
members include Marketing, Stock Control, Bookkeeping, Loyalty 
Rewards, Promotional planning and E-commerce facilitated 
directly from our head office. Our footprint is expanding with over 
450,000 rewards members supporting 300 hotels and clubs in 6 
different states. Our online e-commerce marketplace separates 
us from the crowd offering click and collect, delivery and more 
within this evolving business sector. We also supply hospitality 
software and hardware with 24/7 support.                

 

LK Accounting Services

A 3/1328 North East Rd, Tea Tree Gully, SA 5091 
P 08 8395 4870 
W www.lkaccountingservices.com 
E lee-anne@lkaccounting.com.au

LK Accounting Services provides specialised bookkeeping 
services to businesses in the hospitality industry. Our services 
are used by some of the most successful businesses in the 
hospitality industry, so we know the steps needed to let your 
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Missy Higgins

ONE  
MUSIC. 
ONE  
LICENCE.
Over the next 12 months hospitality venues 
will receive step-by-step information on how to 
transition from the two-licence system of APRA 
AMCOS and PPCA to the simpler one-licence 
system of OneMusic Australia.

Now there’s an e-commerce website so you 
and your admin team can sign in, transact 
online and review all your music use details in 
one place, at any time of the day or night.

Hotels, Pubs, Taverns, Bars & Casinos will enjoy 
enormous benefits from:

• a huge cut in red tape and admin time - 
you’ve been asking for it!

• new background music fees - with packages 
starting at $130

• the introduction of an All-Inclusive package 
for large venues

What next? Advance information will be rolled 
out to coincide with your renewal date. In the 
meantime contact hello@onemusic.com.au or 
visit our website onemusic.com.au or call  
1300 162 162.

bookkeeping activities complement other elements of your 
business. Our list of services range from payroll and stock 
taking to BAS preparation and end of year reporting, as well as 
everything else in between. Our team provides a personalised 
touch and prioritises your bookkeeping needs.

 
Smart Cleaning Solutions

A Suite 1, Ground Floor, 155 Waymouth St,  
 Adelaide SA 5000 
P 1300 664 647 
W www.smartclean.com.au/adelaide 
E quotes@smartclean.com.au

South Australia’s leading commercial cleaning services provider 
to the hotel industry. Extensive experience in all facets of hotel 
cleaning, from local bars and bistros, through to international 
hotels. 

Cleaning over 350 hotels Australia wide, daily, we know your 
industry inside out.

• Reaction to issues within two hours 
• All staff police checked and in uniform 
• Delivering the most transparent cleaning service in history, via: 
• A cloud based, ISO9001 certified cleaning management   
 system that allows you to see, in real time, logs of cleaning   
 tasks as they are completed. Exclusive world first technology! 
• Weekly inspections and monthly audits of your cleaning   
 schedule. 

 
Power Maintenance

A 43 Magill Rd, Norwood, SA 5067 
P 1300 700 500 
W www.electricitybrokers.com.au 
E nick.halaris@powermaintenance.com.au

Electricity, gas and LPG procurement is not just about negotiating 
contracts and rates. Electricity, gas and LPG brokers utilise 
sophisticated and secure in-house systems to compare, evaluate 
and provide a range of cost cutting options including money 
savings strategies for the future. When dealing with large/small 
electricity, gas and LPG contracts, you require a specialist’s 
proficiency and knowledge for energy procurement. We are the 
business experts in energy that bring responsive, strategic and 
tactical energy support services to you.

• 100 % free service for checking your bills and tendering 
• Working with Australia’s leading energy companies 
• Working with a select team of energy efficiency specialists 
• Tracking energy futures markets 
• Monitoring electricity and gas markets 
• Simplifying lengthy and complicated contract clauses  
 and rate parameters 
• Revealing hidden contract terms that impact pricing  
 and tenure 
• Preparing and Submitting contracts and the best time  
 for maximum saving.
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From one
top performer
to another.

You pride yourself on performing at your very best.
And with an impressive long-term investment history, Hostplus knows
a thing or two about performance, too. According to SuperRatings,
our default Balanced investment option ranked highest, or second
highest over 20,15,10,7, 5 and 3 years to 30 June 2019.* Looking for
a super fund that works as hard as you do? Visit hostplus.com.au

*Number one Fund over 7 years (11.13% p.a.) (48 funds), 5 years (9.65% p.a.) (48 funds) and 3 years (10.80% p.a.) (48 funds), and number two Fund over 20 years (8.10% p.a.)
(21 funds), 15 years (8.16% p.a.) (29 funds) and 10 years (9.67% p.a.) (45 funds) – SuperRatings Fund Crediting Rate Survey, June 2019. Past performance is not a reliable indicator 
of future performance. Consider the Host-Plus PDS and your objectives, financial situation and needs, which are not accounted for in this information before making an 
investment decision. Host-Plus Pty Ltd ABN 79 008 634 704, AFSL 244392, as trustee for the Hostplus Superannuation Fund ABN 68 657 495 890 (the Fund)  INH1119 0919

Hostplus. We go with you.
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Accolade Wines

Agile Security

Ainsworth Game Technology

Aristocrat Technologies Australia

Australian Liquor Marketers 

BankSA

Big Screen Video

Bluize

Boylen 

Bunnings Group

Bunzl

Foxtel

IGT

 InDaily

Independant Gaming Analysis

Konami Australia Pty Ltd

 Liquor Marketing Group 

 Novatech Creative Event 
Technology

OneMusic

Options Wine Merchants

Samuel Smith & Son

Stoddart Food Equipment

Adelaide's 1800 ON HOLD 

Andale Hotel Services

Banktech

Bentleys Accountants

BOC Limited

Cardtronics 

Class A Energy Solutions

Concept Collections

 Duncan Basheer Hannon

Elite Bedding

Empire Liquor

Knight Frank

Lancer Beverage Systems

Liquor Legends

LK Accounting Services

Macmont Gaming Supplies

Maxima Training Group

McGees Property Hotel Brokers

Nexstage

Nightlife Music Video

Perks Accountants & Wealth 
Advisers

PowerMaintenance

Ryan & Durey Solicitors

Silverchef 

Smart Cleaning Solutions

 Studio Nine Architects

St John

Trans Tasman Energy Group

Wallmans Lawyers

 Wills and Daniel Produce 
Merchants

Winnall & Co.

Clelands Lawyers // JRCM Commercial Joinery // Vintek 

pfdfoods.com.au

131 733

For full product range and details 
of your nearest branch
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For any assistance or 
support please contact 
your local Gaming Care 

Officer, or our office 
for information on how 

Gaming Care can assist 
your venue.

Our Purpose - To provide the hotel industry the capacity to respond 
to community concerns related to the harm associated with gambling 
by contributing to early intervention and support for problem gamblers 
and their families. 
Our Goal - A compliant and proactive hotel industry that works with 
regulators, gambling help services, and players to limit the harm 
caused by gambling. 
Gaming Care is the hotels responsible gambling early intervention 
agency, and is an initiative of the AHA|SA. Gaming Care’s role to 
assist venues to minimise the harm caused by problematic gambling 
behaviour in all South Australian hotels with gaming machines by 
working directly with venue staff, Gambling Help Services, other 
relevant organisations and stakeholders.  
 
SOME OF OUR DUTIES INCLUDE: 
 
 Assisting hotel staff in the early identification and support of   
 patrons and staff who may be experiencing difficulty with their  
 gaming behaviour. 
 
 Developing and promoting initiatives, programs and policies   
 designed to facilitate the early identification of problematic   
 gambling behaviour.

Assisting hotel staff in providing responsible gambling service, 
on or with the capacity to influence the service, by training 
in responsible service of gambling. This helps reduce harm 
through the creation of a responsible gambling culture within 
the venue.

Gaming Care has developed a Responsible Gambling Document for 
venues which details the ways in which staff training and measures for 
intervention with problem gamblers are implemented, and the roles of 
staff in the implementation of the code.






T:  08  8100  2499  F:  08  8232  4979

E:  INFO@GAMINGCARE.ORG.AU

4TH FLOOR AHA|SA HOUSE

60 H INDMARSH SQUARE,  ADELA IDE SA 5000
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A C C O U N TA N C Y  S E R V I C E S
Bentleys SA 8372 7900
LK Accounting Services 08 8395 4870
Perks Accountants & Wealth Advisors  
08 8273 9300
Winnall & Co. 8379 3159

AT M S 
Banktech 0408 462 321
Cardtronics 03 9574 4878    

ARCHITECTS & INTERIOR DESIGNERS
 Studio Nine Architects 8132 3999

A U D I O  V I S U A L
Big Screen Video 1300 244 727
Nightlife Music Video 1800 679 748
Novatech Creative Event Technology  
8352 0300

B A C K G R O U N D  M U S I C
Foxtel Music 1300 148 729
Moov Music 1300 139 913
Nightlife Music Video 1800 679 748
Zoo Business Media 07 5587 7222

B A N K I N G
Bank SA 8424 5536

B E D D I N G
Elite Bedding 8243 1911

B E E R  D I S P E N S E  E Q U I P M E N T
Andale Hotel Services 8234 0388
Lancer Beverage Systems 8268 1388

BEVERAGE GASES
BOC Limited 0424 647 568
Supagas 8252 7472

B E V E R A G E S
Accolade Wines 8392 2238
Asahi Premium Beverages 8276 4888
Australian Liquor Marketers 8405 7744
Brown-Forman Australia 8418 7104
Carlton & United Breweries 8416 7819
Coca-Cola Amatil 8416 9547
Coopers Brewery 8440 1800
Diageo Australia 8245 9300
Empire Liquor 8371 0088
Lion 8354 8888
Liquor Marketing Group 8416 7575
Options Craft Liquor Merchants 8346 9111
Pernod Ricard Australia 8208 2400
Samuel Smith & Son 8112 4200
Treasury Wine Estates 8301 5400

B O O K K E E P I N G
Liquor Legends 0429 825 072
Winnall & Co. 8379 3159

B U I L D I N G  E Q U I P M E N T / S U P P L I E S /
H A R D WA R E
 Bunnings Group 0435 630 660

CAB INET MAKERS
 JRCM Commercial Joinery 8234 9600

 

 

C L E A N I N G  S E R V I C E S
Agile Group 1300 964 007
Smart Cleaning Services 1300664647

C L E A N I N G  S U P P L I E S
Bunzl Hospitality Supplies 8245 6200
Cobalt Blue Australasia 8352 3881

E N E R G Y
Choice Energy 1300 304 448
Class A Energy Solutions 8391 4853
Make it Cheaper 02 8880 1490
Power Maintenance 1300 700 500
Trans Tasman Energy Group 1300118 834

F I N A N C I A L  S E R V I C E
Winnall & Co. 8379 3159

F I R S T- A I D
St John 1300 360 455 

F O O D  S E R V I C E S
Galipo Foods 8168 2000
Holco Fine Meat Suppliers 8162 8400
PFD Foodservice 8114 2300
Superior Foods Services 0400 273 272
Wills and Daniel 8260 7776

F U R N I S H I N G S
Concept Collections 1300 269 800

G A M I N G  A N A LY S I S
Independant Gaming Analysis 8376 6966
Winnall & Co 8379 3159

G A M I N G  LO YA LT Y
Global Gaming / Maxetag 0408 462 321
Bluize 1300 557 587

G A M I N G  M A C H I N E  S E R V I C E S
 Ainsworth Game Technology 0409 171 616
Aristocrat Technologies Australia 8273 9900
Global Gaming / Maxetag 0408 462 321
IGT 8231 8430
Independant Gaming Analysis 8376 6966
Konami Australia Pty Ltd 0409 047 899
Macmont Gaming Supplies 8340 1322
MAX 8275 9700

G A M B L I N G  S E R V I C E S
The Lott 132 315
UBET 8354 7300

H OT E L  B R O K E R S
McGees Property Hotel Brokers 8414 7800

H OT E L  E Q U I P M E N T F I N A N C E
SilverChef 1800 337 153

H OT E L  M A N A G E M E N T
Liquor Legends 0429 825 072
H&L Australia Pty Ltd 8291 9555

I C E  M A K E R S
Bunzl Hospitality Supplies 8245 6200
Lancer Beverage Systems 8268 1388

I N F O R M AT I O N  S Y S T E M S / S I T E  P R E P
Max Systems 8275 9700

I N S U R A N C E
Aon Risk Solutions 8301 1111

I . T.  P R O D U C T S  &  S E R V I C E S 
Vintek 1300 001 337

K I T C H E N  &  B A R  E Q U I P M E N T
Andale Hotel Services 8234 0388
Bunnings Group 0435 630 660
Bunzl Hospitality Supplies 8245 6200
Lancer Beverage Systems 8268 1388
Stoddart Manufacturing & Food Service 
Equipment 0427 106 103

L E G A L  S E R V I C E S
Clelands Lawyers 8177 5888
Duncan Basheer Hannon 8216 3389
Ryan & Durey Solicitors 6166 9000
Wallmans Lawyers 8235 3000

LO YA LT Y  &  R E WA R D  S Y S T E M S
Liquor Legends 0429 825 072

M E D I A
Boylen 8233 9433
FIVEaa 8419 1395
Foxtel 1300 138 898
InDaily 8224 1600

M U S I C  L I C E N S I N G
OneMusic 8331 5800

O N H O L D / M E S S A G I N G
Adelaide's 1800 ON HOLD 8125 9370

PAY R O L L  &  H R  R E S O U R C E S
Liquor Legends 0429 825072
Winnall & Co. 8379 3159

P O S  S Y S T E M S
Bluize 1300 557 587
Liquor Legends 0429 825 072
H&L Australia 1800 778 340

P R O P E RT Y  VA L U AT I O N S
Knight Frank Valuations 8233 5222

R E F R I G E R AT I O N
Lancer Beverage Systems 8268 1388

R E TA I L  L I Q U O R  M A R K E T I N G
Liquor Legends 0429 825 072
Liquor Marketing Group 8416 7575
Urban Cellars 0429 825 072

S E C U R I T Y  S E R V I C E S
Agile Group 1300 964 007

S P O RT S  &  E N T E RTA I N M E N T M E D I A
Foxtel 1300 138 898

S TA F F  T R A I N I N G  &  R E C R U I T M E N T
HITsa Industry Training 8351 5855
Maxima 8340 7766
St John 1300 360 455

S TA G I N G
Nexstage 7070 8191 

S U P E R A N N U AT I O N
Host Plus 8205 4965

W E B S I T E S
Boylen 8233 9433
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H OT E L LO C AT I O N D AT E  G R A N T E D N E W  L I C E N S E E

Hoyleton Hotel Hoyleton 24.07.19 Elizabeth Mabel Bennett

Seaside Hotel St Kilda 07.08.19 Carpe Diem Hotel Group Pty Ltd

Edinburgh Castle Hotel Adelaide 21.08.19 Six T Investments Pty Ltd

Stockwell Hotel Stockwell 06.09.19 Duckpond Trading Co Pty Ltd

L I C E N S E E  T R A N S F E R S
JULY-AUGUST 2019

O F F I C E  H O L D E R S

A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
IAN HORNE  General Manager
WENDY BEVAN Government Relations & Policy
OWEN WEBB Workplace Relations
GARY COPPOLA Legal and Advocacy
SCOTT VAUGHAN  Membership & Business Services
KATHERINE TAYLOR Communications and TAA (SA)
LUCY RANDALL Events & Sponsorship
BRONTE MCCARTHY  Finance & Administration
DIDIER VOLLERIN Liquor & Gaming
LIZ TURLEY  Training Coordinator
ANNA MOELLER Executive Director Gaming Care 

B O Y L E N  Level 3, 47 South Terrace, Adelaide SA 5000 PHONE (08) 8233 9433 WEB www.boylen.com.au

C O N TA C T
Level 4, 60 Hindmarsh Square, Adelaide SA 5000
POSTAL 	 PO Box	3092,	Rundle	Mall	SA	5000
PHONE  (08) 8232 4525
TOLL FREE 1800 814 525
FAX  (08) 8232 4979
EMAIL  information@ahasa.asn.au
WEB  www.ahasa.asn.au

TIM BOYLEN  
Managing Director 
tboylen@boylen.com.au

JAMIE RICHARDSON  
Advertising 
sales@boylen.com.au 

MADELAINE RASCHELLA   
Studio Manager 
Graphic Designer 

HENRY RIVERA 
Graphic Designer  
 

E X E C U T I V E  C O U N C I L 
DAVID BASHEER AHA|SA President
MATTHEW BINNS AHA|SA Vice President 
ANDREW BULLOCK AHA|SA Deputy Vice President
RICHARD LOVELL AHA|SA Secretary/Treasurer
Matthew Brien, Matt Rogers, Sam McInnes

Views expressed in Hotel SA are not necessarily those of the 
AHA|SA or the publisher and neither can accept, and therefore 
disclaims any liability, to any party for loss or damage caused by 
errors or omissions resulting from negligence, accident or any 
other cause. We do not endorse any advertising materials, services 
offered within advertisements or products, special offers or goods 
promoted therein.

W E LC O M E  T O  O U R  N E W  M E M B E R S

Pier Hotel, Milang Oakbank Hotel Crowne Plaza Adelaide  (Under Construction)

The Rosey Wilmington Hotel

Newmarket Hotel, Port Adelaide Penong Hotel

C O U N C I L
Andrew Gunn 
Andrew Plush 
Brad Barreau 
Darren Steele 
Guy Matthews 
James Franzon 

Jason Fahey 
Jason Kelly 
Jeff Ellis 
John Giannitto 
Karen Milesi 
Luke Donaldson 

Mark Davies 
Tim Gregg 
Tony Franzon 
Trent Fahey 
Trevor Evans

P U B L I S H E R

+

+

www.laneprint.com.au

Lane can now help your business with signage!
Lane’s now have the ability to supply a range of solutions for promotional display, signage and point of 
sale material that you may require to promote your brand. With an an extensive printing division featuring 
wide format UV flatbed, laser, high speed web inkjet and offset machinery, we have the equipment and 
knowledge to see projects through from conception to installation. 

If you have any questions regarding your printing needs contact Matthew on 0419 998 837 or mhaddad@laneprint.com.au

Pull Up Banners

PostersCorflute & Rigid Media

Stickers

Vinyl Banners & Mesh Banners

Flags

A-Frame Display & Media  Walls

Painting by Tutti artist Dougie Jacobssen

JAMESTAYLOR.COM  • FACEBOOK.COM/JAMESTAYLOR  • LIVENATION.COM.AU

FEBRUARY 9
BOTANIC PARK

ADELAIDE

ON SALE OCTOBER 28
TICKETMASTER.COM.AU OR 136 100

VIP PACKAGES & EVENT INFO AT

JAMESTAYLORLIVE.COM

WITH VERY SPECIAL GUESTS

BERNARD
FANNING

& KASEY CHAMBERS

JT_a2 poster adelaide.qxp_JT_a2 poster adelaide  23/10/2016  10:09 am  Page 1
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Discover

180 Greenhill Road 

               Parkside SA 5063
Telephone

 08 8273 9300 www.perks.com.au

Success

Perks optimises your greatest 

investment—time.

Guided by our business & tax  

advisory, private wealth services,  

& with the support of an integrated 

POS & accounting system, you’re  

free to focus on what most inspires  

you & grows your business.


